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Mahogany Bookcase, Louis XVI Style - Late Nineteenth

4 300 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Excellente état

Material : Mahogany

Width : 199

Height : 190

Depth : 50

https://www.proantic.com/en/1055908-mahogany-bookcase-lo

uis-xvi-style-late-nineteenth.html

Dealer

Antiquités Lecomte
Antiquaire Généraliste

Tel : 02.40.57.63.83

Mobile : 06.38.26.81.12

Nationale 137

HERIC 44810

Description

Charming Louis XVI style bookcase, with

structure in solid mahogany and speckled

mahogany veneer from Cuba. It opens with three

glazed doors on three quarters of their surfaces.

The central part, wider than its adjoining ones, is

in Projection and set in two fluted pilasters,

stopped at the bottom. These leaves with Molded

frames, see their high angles Cut out in the

"Greek" style and garnished with Pretty Bronzes

in Rosettes. Their lower parts are full, with large

recessed rectangular panels, underlined with a

molding. Each of these openings locks

independently and has a Chiseled entry,

accompanied by its key and a lock in working

order. Everything is in Bronze and Original.

Indisputable asset, the interior of this Furniture

entirely in Oak, is Cloisonné. As it is, it is



equipped with new shelves placed on racks, and

therefore perfectly adjustable over a total storage

height of 134 and 144 cm. These three spaces,

which can be converted as desired, offer a depth

of 35.5 cm to 38.5 cm. Note the possibility, at

your will, to add more shelves. This Library is

surmounted by Generously Molded Cornices,

themselves overhanging bands embellished in the

angles with Ornate Bronzes. The latter represent

Vases filled with flowers and foliage in a

Bouquet, as well as Palmette motifs. We also find

these decorations on the lower crosspiece. The

sides are composed of a single element, with a

recessed panel in Pretty Speckled Mahogany

veneer. The whole of this Property rests on six

uniform feet distributed as follows: four in front

and two in the back. All are Taper Turned and

Fluted, embellished with a circular Brass Perlé. It

should be noted that this Bookcase can be

installed without difficulty in interiors with

inconvenient access since it is entirely removable

by a simple system of Reminder Screws. You will

enjoy displaying your objects in this Furniture

which has benefited from a Parisian Quality

Manufacture. Its Elegance will make it one of

your favorite purchases. ******** Period: Late

19th century Excellent condition after restoration

in our workshop. Waxed finish only. Delivery

and installation possible, in France and in Europe,

by our partner specialized in the transport of

furniture. Dimensions: At the Body: Length: 177

cm Width: 43.5 cm At the Cornice: Length: 199

cm Width: 50 cm Height: 190 cm Ref: 557 R


